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 THE WEEKENDER
Torri Withrow, a junior from 
Wayne City studying therapeutic 
recreation passes a basketball 
to Kelly Ellis, a senior from 
Carbondale studying therapeutic 
recreation, Tuesday at the 
Recreation Center. “How can you 
not want to come play wheelchair 
basketball when you hear those 
two words put together?” 
Withrow said. “Plus, it’s a good 
experience. Where else are you 
going to get this besides college?” 
Wheelchair basketball is offered 
to all students at 5 p.m. Tuesdays 
at the Recreation Center. 
EQUALITY
O
ut of eight people playing wheelchair basketball Tuesday night at the Student Recreation Center, only one 
actually needed the wheelchair.
Mike Day, who uses a motorized wheelchair, started playing wheelchair basketball when he was an 
undergraduate to meet other people. !e 2005 sports management alumnus said it is important to play 
the sport with able-bodied individuals.
“It shows people that we can do whatever everybody else can,” Day said. “We just do it a 
little bit di"erently or a little bit slower.”
‘‘I t shows people that we can do whatever everybody else can. We just do it a little bit differently or a little 
bit slower. 
 
— Mike Day
Wheelchair basketball player
BASKETBALL | 3
SARAH SCHNEIDER
The Weekender 
on the court
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Throwback Thursday
Southern Illinois University coed Ingrid Albrecht and her roommate, Oliver, are inseperable 
buddies. The year-old burrowing owl was given to the Dixon graduate student by her 
boyfriend, a zoologist at Chicago’s Lincoln Park Zoo.
DAILY EGYPTIAN
About Us
!e Daily Egyptian is published by the students of Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale 50 weeks per year, with an average daily circulation of 15,000. Fall and spring 
semester editions run Monday through !ursday. Summer editions run Tuesday through 
!ursday. All intersession editions will run on Wednesdays. Free copies are distributed in 
the Carbondale and Carterville communities. !e Daily Egyptian online publication 
can be found at www.dailyegyptian.com.
Publishing Information
!e Daily Egyptian is published by the students of Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale and functions as a laboratory for the department of journalism in exchange 
for the room and utilities in the Communications Building. !e Daily Egyptian is a 
non-pro*t organization that survives solely o+ of its advertising revenue. !e Daily 
Egyptian receives no student fees or university funding. O,ces are in the Communications 
Building, Room  1259, at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Carbondale, Ill., 62901. 
Bill Freivogel, *scal o,cer.
Copyright Information
© 2013 Daily Egyptian. All rights reserved. All content is property of the Daily 
Egyptian and may not be reproduced or transmitted without consent. !e Daily 
Egyptian is a member of the Illinois College Press Association, Associated Collegiate Press 
and College Media Advisers Inc. and the College Business and Advertising Managers Inc.
Mission Statement
!e Daily Egyptian, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University 
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news; information, commentary 
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues a+ecting their lives.
CORRECTION
In Monday’s edition of the Daily Egyptian, the story “Faculty Senate talks pensions, campus 
safety” should have said the senate removed the Bachelor of Arts degree in general design while 
maintaining the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree for Communication Design and Industrial Design. 
!e Daily Egyptian regrets the error.
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Wheelchair basketball is a sport 
o!ered to disabled students and 
community members through the 
Adaptive and Inclusive Recreation 
program this semester. Although 
the sport is intended for those who 
use a wheelchair, anyone can play.
Kat Hamilton, graduate 
assistant for adaptive and inclusive 
recreation, says it is important 
to have collaboration between 
individuals with and without 
disabilities.
Sam Gooding, the director of 
SIU’s Disability Support Services, 
said the university is one of the 
best when it comes to adapting and 
including students with disabilities. 
However, a 2010 report by the U.S. 
Government Accountability O"ce 
found that many students in the 
country are not given the same 
opportunity in sports as their able-
bodied peers.
Because of the #ndings, the U.S. 
Department of Education’s O"ce 
for Civil Rights issued a letter to 
school districts Jan. 25 to clarify 
the necessity of equal opportunities 
in sports and give examples of how 
to modify athletics for persons 
with disabilities. Under section 
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973, students with intellectual, 
developmental, physical or any 
other disability have the right to 
extracurricular activities or be 
provided equal alternative options.
People like Day will always be 
guaranteed an equal opportunity 
in sports at public education 
institutions because of the directive.
While the examples, such as 
waiving the “two-hand touch” in 
swim meets so a one-armed person 
could compete, are directed at 
primary and secondary educational 
facilities, the letter states students 
with disabilities at postsecondary 
schools must also be given 
opportunities to participate in 
athletics.
Arne Duncan, U.S. secretary of 
education, said in a statement when 
the guidance was announced that 
equal opportunity ensures students 
with disabilities can bene#t from 
the life lessons sports provides.
Hamilton, a graduate student 
in therapeutic recreation from 
Libertyville, said sports are more 
than competition; they are a social 
experience.
“(Sports) gives them that college 
experience just like anyone else 
would have,” she said. “Able-bodied 
students can go do (intramural) 
sports with no issues. $ey can just 
sign up and not have to worry about 
obstacles. So o!ering theses sports 
gives them that same opportunity.”
Goodin said the O"ce of 
Disability Support Services mostly 
makes sure the campus is accessible 
for people with disabilities and 
does not do much when it comes 
to helping students outside of 
academics.
“Basically, if you have a disability 
and you come here you really want 
to be doing all the things other 
people are doing. You don’t want 
to be hanging out with people that 
have disabilities,” he said. “We 
are very much about integrating 
students with a disability into the 
same experience everybody else is 
having.”
Hamilton said while adapted 
sports such as basketball, Boccia 
— the Paralympic version of 
Bocce — swimming and bowling 
with devices such as ramps are 
important, the recreation center 
also o!ers adapted #tness to stay 
healthy.
$e #tness program is free to 
students and individuals with a 
Recreation Center membership. A 
partner helps the person develop a 
workout program and assists them 
in the weightroom.
“It’s very di"cult for somebody 
that has a spinal cord injury, for 
example, to get cardiovascular 
exercise. But it is incredibly 
important,” Goodin said.
 Eric Engleson, a junior from Arlington Heights studying recreation, attempts to block a pass by Mike Day, an SIU alumnus from Carbondale Tuesday 
at the Recreation Center. “I played it this morning for a class,” said Engleson.  “It was a lot of fun so I wanted to come out and play it again.”
Laura roberts | THE WEEKENDER
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Carnival Cruise Lines has canceled 
a dozen more planned voyages aboard 
the Triumph and acknowledged that 
the crippled ship had been plagued 
by other mechanical problems in the 
weeks before an engine-room !re left 
it powerless in the Gulf of Mexico.
"e company’s announcement 
Wednesday came as the Triumph 
was being towed to a port in 
Mobile, Ala., with more than 4,000 
people on board, some of whom 
have complained to relatives that 
conditions on the ship are dismal 
and they have limited access to food 
and bathrooms.
"e ship will be idle through 
April. Two other cruises were called 
o# shortly after Sunday’s !re.
Debbi Smedley, a passenger on 
a recent Triumph cruise, said the 
ship had trouble on Jan. 28 as it was 
preparing to leave Galveston. Hours 
before the scheduled departure time, 
she received an email from Carnival 
stating the vessel would leave late 
because of a propulsion problem. 
Passengers were asked to arrive at the 
port at 2 p.m., two hours later than 
originally scheduled.
"e ship did not sail until after 8 
p.m., she said.
“My mother is a cruise travel agent 
so this is not my !rst rodeo. I have 
sailed many, many cruises, many, 
many cruise lines. "is was, by far, I 
have to say, the worst,” said Smedley, 
of Plano, Texas.
After losing power on its most 
recent journey, the ship drifted until 
Tuesday, when two tugboats began 
moving it toward shore. A third 
tugboat was en route Wednesday 
from Louisiana.
"e National Transportation 
Safety Board has opened an 
investigation into the !re.
Passengers have had limited 
cellphone service because of the power 
failure, but many were able to make 
calls to friends and family when the 
Triumph rendezvoused with another 
Carnival ship that dropped o# food 
and supplies. "e other ship had a 
working cellular antenna.
Robert Giordano, of the 
Oklahoma City suburb of Edmond, 
said he last spoke to his wife, 
Shannon, on Monday. She told him 
she waited in line for three hours to 
get a hot dog, and that conditions on 
the ship were terrible.
“"ey’re having to urinate in the 
shower. "ey’ve been passed out 
plastic bags to go to the bathroom,” 
Giordano said. “"ere was fecal 
matter all over the $oor.”
Even more distressing, Giordano 
said, has been the lack of information 
he has been able to get from Carnival, 
a complaint shared by Vivian Tilley, 
of San Diego, whose sister is also on 
the vessel.
Carnival, she said, has not told 
families what hotel passengers 
will be put in or provided precise 
information about when they will 
arrive in Mobile, Ala. And that 
came after the cruise line switched 
the ship’s towing destination from 
Progreso, Mexico, to Mobile.
Tilley said her sister, Renee Shanar, 
of Houston, told her the cabins were 
hot and smelled like smoke from the 
engine !re, forcing passengers to stay 
on the deck. She also said people 
were getting sick.
“It’s a nightmare,” Tilley said, 
noting Shanar and her husband chose 
a four-day cruise so they wouldn’t be 
away from their two daughters for 
too long.
Meanwhile, o%cials in Mobile 
are preparing a cruise terminal that 
has not been used for a year to help 
passengers go through customs after 
their ordeal.
"e Triumph is expected to arrive 
"ursday afternoon.
"e cruise ship company has 
chartered 15 buses to haul passengers 
to hotels in New Orleans and 
downtown Mobile, said Barbara 
Drummond, a spokeswoman for the 
city of Mobile.
Carnival said passengers would 
also be able to $y home on 
chartered $ights.
"e company has disputed the 
accounts of passengers who describe 
the ship as !lthy, saying employees 
are doing everything to ensure 
people’s comfort.
Passengers are supposed to receive 
a full refund and discounts on future 
cruises, and Carnival announced 
Wednesday they would each get an 
additional $500 in compensation.
“We know it has been a longer 
journey back than we anticipated at 
the beginning of the week under very 
challenging circumstances,” Carnival 
President and CEO Gary Cahill 
said. “We are very sorry for what our 
guests have had to endure.”
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Carnival cancels 12 more cruises on troubled ship
‘‘My mother is a cruise travel agent so this is not my first rodeo. I have sailed many, many cruises, many, many 
cruise lines. This was, by far, I have to say, the worst. 
 
— Debbi Smedley
Passenger on a recent Triumph cruise
 American Airlines and US Airways will 
merge and create the world’s biggest airline. 
!e boards of both companies approved the 
merger late Wednesday, according to four 
people close to the situation.
!e carrier keeps the American Airlines 
name but will be run by US Airways CEO 
Doug Parker. American’s CEO, Tom Horton, 
will become of the new company’s chair these 
people said. !ey requested anonymity because 
the merger negotiations were private.
A formal announcement is expected 
!ursday morning.
!e deal has been in the works since August, 
when creditors forced American to consider 
a merger rather than remain independent. 
American has been restructuring under 
bankruptcy protection since late 2011.
Together, American and US Airways will be 
slightly bigger than United Airlines. Travelers 
won’t notice immediate changes. It will likely 
be months before the frequent-"ier programs 
are merged and possibly years before the two 
airlines are fully combined.
!e new American will have more than 900 
planes, 3,200 daily "ights and about 95,000 
employees, not counting regional a#liates, If 
the deal is approved by American’s bankruptcy 
judge and antitrust regulators It will expand 
American’s current reach on the East Coast 
and overseas.
!e merger is a stunning achievement for 
Parker, who will run the new company. Parker’s 
airline is only half the size of American and is 
less familiar around the world, but he prevailed 
by driving a wedge between American’s 
management and its union workers and by 
convincing American’s creditors that a merger 
made business sense.
Just $ve years ago, American was the world’s 
biggest airline. It boasted a history reaching 
back 80 years to the beginning of air travel. 
It had popularized the frequent-"ier program 
and developed the modern system of pricing 
airline tickets to match demand.
But years of heavy losses drove American and 
parent AMR Corp. into bankruptcy protection 
in late 2011. !e company blamed bloated 
labor costs; its unions accused executives of 
mismanagement.
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Associated Press 
American Airlines, 
US Airways to merge
One Registered Student 
Organization partied for a cause 
Saturday.
!e "rst all-night Saluki !on 
took place Saturday at the university’s 
Recreation Center. !e six-hour 
music and dance marathon went 
from 8:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m. and 
featured live bands, Disc Jockies and 
other entertainment. 
Ellen Esling, the RSO’s president 
and junior from Carbondale studying 
geography and environmental 
resources, said marathon participants 
had to stay on their feet for six 
hours, and donators made pledges 
toward the six-hour goal. Donations 
go to Associate Vice Chancellor 
Peter Gitau’s African International 
Foundation for Educational 
Excellence, which helps build and 
maintain Kenyan schools, she said.
“It’s very impacting,” Gitau said. 
“Word spreads very quickly when 
you are doing something good.”
Gitau said the number of 
communities that want his 
foundation’s help have increased, and 
each dollar will go toward Kenyan 
students’ secondary education 
scholarships. Esling said the 
education aspect appealed to her and 
other RSO members, so they chose it 
as the organization’s cause.
“We didn’t speci"cally have it in 
mind at "rst, but it "t exactly the 
direction we wanted to go in,” she 
said. “I am a very big advocate for 
education.”
One of Esling’s friends studied 
abroad in Kenya, she said, and she 
mentioned the idea to support the 
foundation.
“It is a good cause,” Esling said. 
“Everything just fell into place.”
Esling said she based the idea 
o# of a similar event at Penn State, 
where her friend attends. However, 
she had to adjust her expectations for 
the event’s size and scope.
“I wasn’t expecting of making 
millions of dollars, but I was 
de"nitely high in a cloud about 
it,” Esling said. “We have to start 
somewhere and that was one of the 
di$culties with it.”
RSO treasurer Kensli 
Brown, a junior from Chicago 
studying hospitality and tourism 
administration, said the event had no 
sponsors and all entertainment and 
organization was volunteer-based. 
Primo’s Pizza provided free food, and 
musicians DJ Keeder, Kendall and 
Andrew, After Barbled, A3ro, and 
the RSO Musicians United donated 
their service.
Beyond the live entertainment 
and free pizza, students had access 
to Recreation Center equipment, 
which the RSO paid $600 to use, as 
well as a face painting station, Brown 
said. However, she said many people 
did not come because they did not 
know about the new dance-a-thon.
“It has been very fun, but I wish 
more people would have come out,” 
Brown said. “It will happen with the 
"rst event.”
Brown said she joined the RSO 
because it applied to her major, and 
she liked the RSO’s goals. 
“It is a great cause and I had a 
blast,” Brown said.
Matthew Wilson-Leigh, a student 
from Libertyville studying social 
work, said the event’s turnout 
surprised him, especially since it 
was the weekend before Mardi Gras. 
He said he was impressed with the 
event’s music lineup.
Curtis Butts, a junior from 
Urbana studying radio-television, 
said he learned of Gitau’s foundation 
through Saluki !on. He said he 
enjoyed the event and likes the 
RSO’s service aspect.
“I heard about it from other 
schools, and I thought it would be 
interesting,” Butts said.
Elizabeth Zinchuk can be reached at 
ezinchuk@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 268.
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Volunteers stand in the front row to watch Kendall and Andrew, a Carbondale band, perform Saturday 
during the first Salukithon at the Recreation Center. The new Registered Student Organization hosted the 
all-night dance marathon from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m. to raise money for the African International Foundation for 
Educational Excellence, which builds schools in Kenya, president Ellen Esling said. “Many universities host 
dance marathons to raise money for charities,” she said. “This is just the start of SIU’s version of giving back.”
Tiffany BlancheTTe | THE WEEKENDER
Students dance to the fundraising beat
ELIZABETH ZINCHUK
The Weekender 
!e uproar began in October when Dr. 
Michael Anderson, a pediatrician who treats 
mostly children from low-income families 
in Georgia, said he routinely prescribed 
ADHD medications for kids who struggle 
in school.
Red "ags went up more recently when the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
released data last month that said Missouri is 
second only to Mississippi in the percentage of kids 
who are prescribed medication for attention de#cit 
hyperactivity disorder diagnosis. 
!e study indicated that Missouri doctors 
also may be making the ADHD diagnosis 
too frequently. 
!e data show that nearly 9 percent of Missouri 
children have been diagnosed with ADHD, and 
80 percent of them take prescription drugs for the 
behavioral disorder.
Dr. Ramesh Raghavan, a child mental-health 
services researcher at Washington University and 
an expert in prescription drug use among low-
income children, said there are circumstances 
under which prescribing medication is a doctor’s 
only recourse to help a child struggling in school. 
But he added that society should not force doctors 
into those situations, and it should make available 
other methods to improve school environments 
and help families and children who are #nding it 
di$cult to thrive academically.
Dr. Raghavan said drugs are the #rst line of 
treatment for a reliable ADHD diagnosis, but 
making the diagnosis can be di$cult. 
Frequently, a child will have an underlying 
problem such as a reading disorder or a learning 
problem that looks like ADHD but isn’t, he added. 
In such cases, the stimulants prescribed for ADHD 
will not help the child and may result in the child 
not being treated for the real problem.
Adequate treatment for behavioral disorders 
and learning di$culties, including easy access to 
mental health care, is critical, Dr. Raghavan said. 
Availability should not depend on geography or 
income, he added.
“It’s really immoral. We absolutely should be 
making investments in our kids. !ey should 
be able to have early and rapid treatment, and 
it should be sustained through childhood and 
adolescence,” he said. “It is unfair that a child in 
poor circumstances does not have the same access 
to treatment as a child in better circumstances. 
Where you live should not determine the care 
you get.”
Dr. Anderson, the Georgia pediatrician, 
explained that he diagnosed kids with ADHD so 
he could give them the medicine. However, he said 
the real problem is bad schools and a culture that 
refuses to spend the necessary money to #x them.
“I don’t have a whole lot of choice,” Dr. 
Anderson told the New York Times. “We’ve 
decided as a society that it’s too expensive to 
modify the kid’s environment, so we have to 
modify the kid.” His comments were picked up 
and circulated by education journals, people 
in the medical community, social workers and 
children’s advocates.
Dr. Raghavan was interviewed and quoted 
in the story that featured Dr. Anderson. He 
said society’s unwillingness to invest in e%ective 
nonpharmaceutical interventions for poor 
children and their families has forced local 
community psychiatrists to use medication to 
help boost academic performance.
Perscribing drugs to kids who may not need 
them sounds horrible, but it makes an odd sort of 
sense when you hear Dr. Anderson’s explanation. 
Still, it does not address the societal problems 
that have fostered an environment in which kids 
attend poor schools, demonstrate bad behavior 
and fail to thrive academically.
Dr. Anderson said prescribing stimulants to 
low-income students who are struggling in school 
levels the playing #eld a bit. 
For families that cannot a%ord the time or 
expense of such behavior-based therapies as 
tutoring and family counseling, drugs are a reliable 
and pragmatic way to help kids become more 
successful students.
But then there are the horror stories that "ood 
the media. !e tales of a&uent kids who are using 
ADHD drugs to achieve an academic edge. Kids 
who don’t have prescriptions getting pills from 
friends who do. 
According to the reports, college kids long have 
used the drugs as study aids. But now high school 
students who seek a competitive advantage as 
they apply to colleges are dipping into the same 
pharmaceutical stash.
ADHD meds are dangerous and 
highly addictive. 
Side e%ects include disturbed sleep patterns, 
mood swings, increased blood pressure, growth 
suppression and elevated body temperature. In 
extreme cases they can cause psychiatric side e%ects 
that include paranoia, hallucinations, aggression, 
suicidal thoughts and psychotic behavior.
Finding and treating the causes of bad school 
performance is cheaper to society in the long run 
than misdiagnosing and looking for the quick #x 
with a pill. 
Again, research points to the need to spend 
money on the front end to spare the anguish and 
expense that comes from ignoring or mistreating 
the problems.
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ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
!e university’s new information 
technology and Morris Library 
collaboration launched earlier this 
semester to make tech assistance more 
accessible, and one university o"cial 
says results have been positive so far.
While the university has o#ered 
the campus technical support for 
several years, the IT help desk hours 
were limited and students considered 
IT’s Northwest Annex location too 
far from their residence halls, said 
David Crain, the university’s chief 
information o"cer. 
!e complaints convinced IT sta# 
and administrators to consolidate 
their help desk with a similar library 
help desk, he said.
“We are now o#ering operating 
hours until 11 p.m. on weekdays 
in a central location for students—
something we’ve been working toward 
for months before the idea of moving 
everything into the library sprung up 
in late December,” Crain said.
Crain said Anne Cooper Moore, 
dean of library a#airs, told him in late 
December that the library’s help desk 
o#ered some of the same services as 
IT’s, and some students were unsure 
which location would $x their issues. 
Crain and his sta# accelerated help 
desk updates, which is an idea they 
had considered but never o"cially 
planned, he said.
“We’re in the midst of a full-scale 
centralization e#ort on campus,” 
Crain said. “!is method reduces 
cost to both the students and the 
university.”
!e accelerated timetable has 
not been fully successful, though, 
and there have been issues with the 
service change, said Kelly Cummins, 
technology services director.
“!e $rst few weeks, we had 
students showing up at the Northwest 
Annex who weren’t aware we’d 
moved, and taking our sta# into the 
library has disrupted some of their 
tra"c %ow,” he said. “With any new 
program there are bumps, especially 
when we were on such a short 
timetable to get everything up and 
running by the start of the semester.”
Crain said the transition could have 
been smoother if IT had more time, 
but he thought it was more important 
to implement the program as soon as 
possible.
Beth Dallas, SalukiTech’s walk-in 
service coordinator, said the number 
of service tickets has signi$cantly 
increased since the program began.
“We’re still a work in progress, 
but with the number of personal 
electronic devices students own 
exploding, this is a service that needed 
to be born,” she said.
Both Dallas and Jake Dieters, 
SalukiTech call desk coordinator, 
said students bring the sta# more 
signi$cant issues because of the 
centralized location.
“More viruses are popping up on 
students’ computers now than ever, 
and we’ve seen an increase in those 
calls, while things like password resets 
and other minor issues have gone 
down,” she said.
Consolidation bene$ts include 
more sharing of information and 
support e"ciency, Cummins said.
“By branding the service and 
working with the library technicians, 
we have a much bigger umbrella 
under which to share our knowledge 
and help students,” he said. “We’re 
here to provide a better service to our 
students.”
!at service, which includes virus 
removal, computer restoration and 
hardware support, is designed to 
give students a cheaper and easier 
alternative to third-party services like 
Best Buy’s Geek Squad, Dallas said.
“Most of our services are free for 
students,” she said. “However, even 
something like a complete operating 
system reinstall will run hundreds of 
dollars cheaper with SalukiTech than 
at Best Buy.”
Crain said a new library 
construction project, which will 
create a service window located 
next to the existing service desk for 
students, could alleviate tra"c. !e 
window will allow sta# to move from 
the library’s main help desk, he said. 
“It’s great to be able to work with 
the library technicians, but we did 
kind of take over their space, so the 
new window will allow us to better 
serve our customers,” he said.
Ultimately, Crain and the 
IT sta# welcome the chance to 
provide students better service, as 
well as continue their professional 
relationship with the library.
Hailey Winka, a junior from Flora 
studying journalism, said the move 
has made help desk access much more 
available. 
“It’s de$nitely more convenient at 
the library because a lot of students 
use their computers there,” she said. 
“Plus, it’s easier to get to from the 
residence halls.”
Even with the new accessibility, 
Winka said she’d prefer to contact a 
third party for her technical support.
“My mom works in tech support, 
so I’ll always call her $rst,” she said.
Zach Martin can be reached at 
zmart@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 259.
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SalukiTech consolidates tech support
ZACH MARTIN
The Weekender ‘‘W e’re still a work in progress, but with the number of personal electronic devices students own exploding, this is a service that needed to be born. — Beth Dallas
SalukiTech’s walk-in service coordinator
Now there just might be an app 
for everything.
!e university’s $rst Saluki App 
Competition, which runs Jan. 28 
through Mar. 29, allows individuals 
or teams the opportunity to create 
a mobile device software application 
that could enhance the university 
and/or southern Illinois.
Amy McMorrow, university 
technology specialist, said this is the 
$rst year the event is happening and 
the competition satis$es a growing 
passion around the university. 
!e competition is designed to 
encourage student involvement as 
well as teach how to create useful 
and valuable apps, she said.
“We know that there is a lot of 
interest around campus in app 
development,” she said. “We’ve just 
heard from a lot of faculty we’ve 
talked to, and students as well, 
that app development on campus 
is pretty widespread, so we kind of 
wanted to tap into that.”
McMorrow said participants 
must apply online and answer 
questions about their app as well 
as present video presentations and 
photographs of their app. After apps 
are approved they will be posted 
online, and anyone can vote on 
their favorite.
She said the event’s goal is to 
educate students on how to develop 
their app concepts.
“We want to also start to educate 
people, if they do have an app 
idea, how to bring it forward,” 
McMorrow said. “And if they want 
to develop it or make a business out 
of it, we also will be able to help 
them with that.”
John Koropchak, vice chancellor 
for research and graduate dean, said 
the competition was an o#-shoot of 
the Saluki Idea Competition, which 
encourages students to develop 
solutions for global issues such as 
sustainability.
“It’s a popular idea for students 
to work on that is potentially 
employable and commercializable,” 
he said. “So, it’s a way for us to 
further encourage entrepreneurial 
spirit and innovation on the campus, 
particularly among students.”
While the university will evaluate 
and help students convert their 
ideas into mobile app format, it is 
up to participants to mass distribute 
their app or make a business out of 
it, Koropchak said.
Students agree the competition 
allows them to express their 
ingenuity and creativity.
Rori Speck, a freshman from 
Evanston studying journalism, said 
she would like to see an app that 
displays every patron at bars to help 
$nd or avoid speci$c people. 
She said the competition is a 
great way for students to show 
their innovation, since apps are 
commonplace.
“A lot of people have smart 
phones and a lot of people use apps, 
so it’s kind of popular,” she said.
Brendon Tarvin, a junior from 
Alton studying accounting, said 
app building knowledge can be 
bene$cial when students look at 
potential careers.
“I think that if students are 
in a speci$c major that would 
allow them to bene$t from it so 
other organizations can see that, 
speci$cally on their resume, it 
gives them $rst-hand experience 
aside from di#erent things like 
internships,” he said. “It de$nitely 
allows them to show their creativity 
and they can market that to future 
employers.”
Competition teams may be 
composed of students, faculty, sta#, 
alumni and the general public, but 
students — undergraduate or graduate, 
full-time or part-time, according to the 
competition rules — must make up at 
least half of the team.
!e winners will be announced 
at the university’s annual Research 
Town Meeting Apr. 16.
Matt Daray can be reached at 
mdaray@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
‘App’ competition streams to life
‘‘W e know that there is a lot of interest around campus in app development. We’ve just heard from a lot 
of faculty we’ve talked to, and students as well, that app 
development on campus is pretty widespread, so we kind of 
wanted to tap into that. 
 
— Amy McMorrow
university technology specialist
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Associate vice chancellor takes on Northern Kentucky
 Peter Gitau, the university’s 
associate vice chancellor of student life 
and intercultural relations, will become 
Northern Kentucky University’s vice 
president for student a#airs Apr. 1.
Geo#rey Mearns, NKU president, 
announced Gitau’s position in a press 
release Monday. Gitau has served at 
SIU since 2008.
“I have mixed feelings about it 
because I have invested a lot here at 
SIU,” he said.
Gitau said he saw the new position 
as positive professional development, 
but he is sad to leave.
 “!ere are some great programs in 
place, and I desired to see them grow 
and mature,” he said. “At the same 
time, I see the golden opportunity 
to move on (and) continue helping 
students in a division that is a little 
more comprehensive than what I 
have here.”
Rod Sievers, university spokesperson, 
said the university was aware of Gitau’s 
NKU interview and the university 
wishes him luck.
“He did a $ne job here at Southern 
Illinois University helping the 
students,” he said. “And I am sure 
he will do a $ne job at Northern 
Kentucky University.”
Elizabeth Zinchuk can be reached at 
ezinchuk@dailyegyptian.com 
or 536-3311 ext. 
February 14 - 17, 2013
Guys, there’s a good chance the 
genre of any movie you might watch 
tonight has already been chosen, 
Unless you’re a lucky dog whose 
significant other wants to see “A 
Good Day to Die Hard.”
However, it doesn’t have to be miserable!
Cupid's  Choice
See story 
     on page 15.
KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER
The Weekender 
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French Connection Anya Lace 
Yoke dress
Provided Photo
Floral prints are making a big comeback this 
spring after having been in full bloom on the fall 
runways back in 2011 at Miu Miu, Givenchy 
and more. Featuring tropical Hawaiian breeds, 
orchids or classic daisies, some prints look as if 
they were plucked straight from the garden.
Floral prints and !ower embellishments also 
made their way onto the red carpet. At the recent 
SAG Awards, Julianne Moore wore a white Chanel 
haute couture gown with black !owers, Nicole 
Kidman chose a Vivienne Westwood gown with 
black-and-navy blue !oral embroidery and Ellie 
Kemper donned a sea-foam green Reem Acra dress 
also with !oral embroidery.
At the Academy Awards nominees luncheon 
in Beverly Hills on Monday, Jessica Chastain 
wore the !oral trend especially well in an Erdem 
!ower print and lace dress from the line's Resort 
2013 collection. It was a !attering and not 
overdone combination of bold !orals and soft 
lace.
Try the trend for spring in the DKNYC !oral 
print faux wrap dress from LordandTaylor.com 
for $104.25, French Connection Anya Lace 
Yoke dress for $158 from Bloomingdales.com or 
the Sete di Jaipur short dress from Yoox.com for 
$29.
Balance the bold prints with a pair of simple 
nude heels. Try the LC Lauren Conrad platform 
high heels from Kohl's for $41.99.
Balance the bold prints with a pair of simple nude heels.
Provided Photo
JENN HARRIS
Los Angeles Times
College Students prepare for Spring Break 2013
It’s almost that time of the year: spring break. 
With winter quickly coming to an end, college 
students across the country begin to get ready for 
yet another wild and reckless time to party until 
the sun rises in the horizon. Locations tend 
to be popular in areas throughout Mexico and 
South Padre Island, Texas and many more. 
Nonetheless, the east coast of Florida happens 
to be a more prevalent place for young spring 
breakers to rejoice, party and release stress built 
up over the semester. 
According to Infographicsshowcase.com, 
more than 500,000 students attend the 
festivities in Panama City Beach, Fla. Although 
the population is high, so are the expenses.  
Info Graphics Showcase also stated: “Students 
spend an average of $1,100. Transportation and 
rent account for less than half that "gure.” #e 
expensive cost for the massive extravaganza 
did not stop students from embarking there. 
Students who attend spring break in either 
Florida or Texas spend approximately a total 
amount of $1 billion combined. 
David Coracy, a travel agent at B & A Travel 
Service in Carbondale, said they handle a good 
amount of vacation traveling over the spring 
break period. 
“Most of our student business during that 
period is usually Cancun and the Riviera Maya 
in Mexico,” Coracy said. “We also do a small 
amount to Walt Disney World in Florida.”
Coracy articulated how a vacationer’s 
common trend was to “get warm,” and places 
such as the Dominican Republic, Costa Rica 
and Jamaica were other popular destinations.
Keeping money stored away for spring break 
was Coracy’s key suggestion for having a successful 
plan and to alleviate troublesome stresses that tend 
to occur in vacation preparation. He recommends 
to work with a travel agency that o$ers a VSA 
(vacation savings account) 
Studenttravelservice.com, a website strictly 
meant for students planning a vacation, o$ers 
a large variety of packages and discounts to 
satisfy the wallets of penny-pinching students 
who hope to travel over break. Student Travel 
Service gives travelers a mass selection of hotels 
to choose from in the most infamous spring 
break locations. 
Not only do they provide living 
accommodations, but they explain a vast 
majority of activities (not only liquor consuming 
ones) and attractions to give visitors options 
throughout the entire day.
Eric Feigenbaum, a senior from Oviedo, Fla. 
studying biomedical sciences, is going to Panama 
City Beach for the second year in a row. “ (I) went to 
PCB last year and I’m going again this year. I haven’t 
been anywhere else, but it was nuts last year.” 
Feigenbaum said police have major control of 
the partiers and keep a sharp eye on the minors, 
especially in bars. In 2012, there were about 
1,300 arrests in Panama City Beach and 2,600 
arrests abroad.
#e rise in electronic dance music is also a 
factor in the number of spectaculars during the 
month of March. For instance, Electro Beach, 
— an event in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico — is 
showcasing a number of widely known disc 
jockeys, which is stirring constant excitement. 
DJs such as Tiesto, Avicci, Krewella and many 
others acts are set to perform during this electric 
and futuristic event.
Aside from traveling to warm and tropical 
areas, a large majority of students spend time 
with family in other areas of the country or 
other leisurely activities.
Alex Ziolkowski, a freshman from Elgin 
studying business, traveled outside of the 
United States, but to Quebec, Canada instead 
of the cliché tropical areas. He went with his 
family and experienced the complete opposite 
of sunburn. Ziolkowski was snowed in during 
his stay in Canada for several days, making his 
scheduled activities more hectic than planned. 
He originally intended to go snowboarding 
at Mountain St. Mary. Although he and his 
family did so, the mounds of snow boarding 
him in prevented them from doing their desired 
amount.
Other students have gone on spring break to 
areas of the country to visit family members, 
making their expenses almost nonexistent aside 
from gas for their cars.
Ben Davis, a freshman from Spring"eld 
studying history education, said he and his 
family are going to Nashville, Tenn. to visit 
family. 
“It’s a tradition of my families to head to 
Nashville,” Davis said. “We usually do things 
like barbeque, and enjoy the southern comfort 
and hospitality.”
Davis also had his fair share of mishaps while 
visiting family down south. He stated how once 
his family’s car broke down in the middle of 
the countryside and how they all had to stay 
at an eerie bed and breakfast which he thought 
was something straight out of a horror "lm. 
“#e wife and husband that ran that bed and 
breakfast had no tone in their voice whatsoever. 
I had a good amount of trouble sleeping that 
night.” 
Instead of traveling, many students travel 
back home for free room and board with their 
parents and siblings. 
Connor Cratsley, a senior from Orland Park, 
Ill. studying physical therapy, says that he is 
going back home to put some more money in 
his pockets for the remainder of the semester. 
“I was a physical therapist tech aide at one 
of my town’s hospital,” Cratsley said. “Not only 
does it let me make some money, but it also 
helps further my experience towards my career.”
JORAN APIQUIAN
The Weekender ‘‘Most of our student business during that period is usually Cancun and the Riviera Maya in Mexico. We also do a small amount to Walt Disney 
World in Florida.
— David Coracy, B & A Travel
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!e “Dead Space” video game series has 
built its reputation over the years by scar-
ing players with terrifying environments and 
creepy space creatures.
However, “Dead Space 3” focuses more on 
action-oriented experiences than its horri"-
cally reputable encounters.
!e "rst “Dead Space,” which was released 
in 2008, was easily the scariest game available 
for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3 consoles. !e 
game took players through the dark corridors 
of USG Ishimura, a planet-cracking ship 
vessel, as they controled main character Isaac 
Clark on his mission to save his girlfriend 
Nicole. Aliens called necromorphs relentlessly 
pursued Clark throughout his mission, and 
they appeared spontaneously to startle the 
character and player.
Players weren’t promised safety anywhere, and 
the same was true for the game’s successor. !e 
franchise became a critical success in response.
However, it was clear the series was start-
ing to break away from its horror roots after 
“Dead Space 2”’s release. !e game’s focus 
shifted to help broaden its audience by incor-
porating multi-player and less tension.
“Dead Space 3” moves the series further 
away from the frightening standards reached 
when the franchise "rst started.  Aside from 
single-play, gamers can now choose coopera-
tive gameplay, which was foreign to the origi-
nal. !is helps lessen each encounter’s tension 
and apprehension with necromorphs.
It’s easy to feel less pressure when a player’s 
cooperative partner can come in with blazing 
backup guns blazing in most combat scenari-
os, but the feature makes the game less scary.
Players should feel more powerless to stop 
enemy attacks in the single-player campaign, 
which creates more severe confronts. Neverthe-
less, the game puts gamers in less atmospheric 
and eerie environments, and it has made weapon 
customization a big priority. !e customization 
is great and de"nitely aids the game’s intention 
of being more action oriented.
However, there is still one problem. !e 
game still tries to be scary, and that throws of 
its pacing.
Unlike “Resident Evil 4,” another 
action-based horror game, there is 
no seamless transition between be-
ing scared and relaxed by the action 
sequences. “Dead Space 3” had great 
opportunities to scare players with 
boss battles after they’ve been lulled 
to sleep with so many action se-
quences, but the game simply doesn’t 
scare when it intends to.
!e game essentially su#ers from 
an identity crisis, which is something 
the previous installments didn’t 
encounter.
!ere is plenty to like about “Dead 
Space 3” from the excellent weapon-
crafting system and story presenta-
tion, but it doesn’t live up to the high 
standards of its predecessors.
Anthony Pickens can be reached at 
apickens@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 254.
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pet connection
Simple steps now may save your pet in a disaster
DR. MARTY BECKER AND GINA SPADAFORI
are you prepared?
Disaster preparedness is so easy to let slide. We get all worked up after something like 
Hurricane Sandy and decide it’s time to “do something.”  We read up, we make plans, we 
stock up, we move on. And then, we forget. 
We take the can opener out of the emergency kit and don’t replace it. We use the food and 
water we’ve stored, but we don’t buy anything new to rotate into the disaster supplies. We 
mean to, of course. And yes, we’ll get to it ... next month. 
!e good news is that in recent years, disaster experts have pushed people to prepare for 
their pets as well — a 180-degree change in attitude, driven by the risks people have taken 
with their own lives to protect their pets when disasters strike. And public planning for 
disaster relief includes temporary housing for pets.
!e bad news? Most people aren’t as ready. But it’s not hard to start, and step one is 
checking your pet’s ID. 
Most animals will survive a disaster, but many never see their families again because 
there’s no way to determine which pet belongs to which family if pets and people get 
separated. That’s why dogs and cats should always wear updated identification tags, and 
preferably be microchipped, too. Take some clear, sharp pictures of your pet as well, to help 
with any search. 
What next? Get a big storage bin with a lid and handles to prepare a disaster kit for your pet. 
!en it’s time to shop. Keep several days’ worth of drinking water and pet food as well as 
any necessary medicines, rotating the stock regularly. For canned goods, don’t forget to pack 
a can opener and a spoon. Lay in a supply of empty plastic bags, along with paper towels, 
both for cleaning up messes and for sealing them away until they can be safely tossed. For 
cats, pack a bag of litter and some disposable litter trays.
Hard-sided crates and carriers are among the most important items to have on hand. Sturdy 
crates keep pets of all kinds safe while increasing their housing options. Crated pets may be 
allowed in hotel rooms that are normally o"-limits to pets, or can be left in a pinch with 
veterinarians or shelters that are already full, since the animals come with rooms of their own. 
Leashes for dogs and harnesses and leashes for cats are important, too, because frightened 
animals can be di#cult to control. Pack a soft muzzle for each pet to keep everyone safe if a 
frightened or injured pet starts lashing out in fear or self-defense. And $nally, put a $rst-aid 
kit in the bin, along with a book on how to treat pet injuries.
Make a note on the calendar to check on supplies and rotate food and water a couple of 
times a year. You may never have to pull out your disaster kit, but it’s always good to be 
prepared. For more guidelines, the Federal Emergency Management Agency has tips for pet 
owners at Ready.gov/animals.
Q: I’ve read that prescription pain 
medications are deadly for my dog. Can 
you suggest an alternative? — via Facebook 
 
A: !ere are indeed things you can do 
to treat your dog’s arthritis without using 
a prescription pain medication from your 
veterinarian, such as providing soft beds 
(warmed in the winter), glucosamine 
supplements and regular moderate exercise, 
and getting your pet down to a proper 
weight. But if these measures are not enough, 
you do need to discuss e"ective prescription 
pain control with your veterinarian.
I know a little something about chronic 
pain, thanks to a chronic neurological 
condition, and I can tell you it’s a miserable 
way to spend a life. And yet so many pets 
are in such misery because their owners have 
“heard” that nonsteroidal anti-in%ammatory 
drugs (NSAIDs) are deadly.
While no medication, however helpful, 
is without the potential for side e"ects 
(including very serious ones), the NSAIDs 
available from your veterinarian have high 
marks for safety as long as recommended 
precautionary protocols are followed, 
including diagnostic tests to spot possible 
problems with internal organs. 
Your veterinarian wants to help, but 
can’t unless you do your part by making an 
appointment. Discuss all your options and 
all the precautions, and work with your 
veterinarian to ease your pet’s su"ering while 
minimizing the potential for side e"ects. 
!e U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
has an excellent free publication on NSAIDs 
(tinyurl.com/petpainmeds), and I encourage 
you to download it and discuss the subject 
with your veterinarian.
Don’t let fear keep you from easing your 
pet’s pain. Work with your veterinarian to 
$nd what’s best for your pet, while keeping 
the risks as low as possible. — Dr. Marty 
Becker 
 
Do you have a pet question?
Send it to petconnection@gmail.com
or visit Facebook.com/DrMartyBecker.
Q&A: Get veterinary help 
for dog’s discomfort
the
BUZZ
-A report asserting that free-roaming cats have a devastatingly large impact on populations of birds 
and small mammals has conservationists calling for an end to the live management of feral cat colonies, 
while feral cat advocates argue that the study is based on %awed research and that its authors are known to 
be anti-cat. !e report in the journal Nature Communications drew the conclusion that cats kill between 
1.4 billion and 3.7 billion birds and between 6.9 billion and 20.7 billion small mammals every year.  
Alley Cat Allies argues that the study’s methodology is inadequate and that the researchers are 
attempting to make scapegoats of feral cats, while ignoring factors such as deforestation, climate 
change and habitat destruction. 
Veterinary and animal welfare experts have long argued that keeping pet cats from roaming is 
safer for cats as well as birds and small mammals, but that doesn’t address the issue of unowned cats, 
whose U.S. numbers are estimated to be in the tens of millions. Advocates for these cats argue that 
caring for altered communities in place is the answer, while wildlife and wild bird groups typically 
recommend removal of the cats entirely.  
-How smart is your dog? You can get an idea with a smartphone app developed by a Duke 
University researcher. Dognition uses questions and simple games to rate the intelligence of dogs. 
!e release of the app coincides with the publication of “!e Genius of Dogs: How Dogs Are 
Smarter !an You !ink,” co-authored by the app’s developer, evolutionary anthropologist Dr. 
Brian Hare. Information on both is available at Dognition.com
-When a cat rubs against a person, it’s accepted that it’s a sign of friendliness and a!ection. 
Which, of course, it is. But rubbing also performs a very important feline function: scent-marking. 
Cats want everything in the world to smell like they do, and they spend their lives trying to 
accomplish that feat. When cats rub against people or furniture, they’re depositing material known 
as sebum from glands on their heads to spread their own trademark scent.
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Movies For Valentines day
Karsten Burgstahler
The Weekender 
I’ve endured numerous romantic comedies while 
searching for the tolerable ones, and honestly there 
are quite a few both men and women will enjoy. 
Without further ado, here’s a list that any !lm 
lover could enjoy.
“The Proposal”
It may just be a play on the “Odd Couple” story, 
but Sandra Bullock and Ryan Reynolds spice 
up what could have been just another romantic 
comedy. Bullock is an evil book editor and Ryan 
Reynolds is her overworked assistant who, in order 
to save his job, pretends to be Bullock’s !ancé 
so she isn’t deported to Canada. Reynolds takes 
Bullock home to meet his parents, and surprise! 
Craig T. Nelson is the dad. Betty White also lights 
up the !lm as Reynolds’ grandmother, and the 
interaction between Bullock and White is at some 
moments priceless. "is one is not overly sappy, so 
it has gender appeal on both sides.
“Forgetting Sarah Marshall" 
Honestly, one of my favorite comedies of all 
time. Jason Segel (one of my favorite actors) stars 
as a commercial music producer who gets dumped 
by his movie star girlfriend, played by Kristen 
Bell. He still uses his pre-planned honeymoon, 
however, and he ends up running into his ex, who 
is dating a washed-up British rock star played by 
Russell Brand. Jonah Hill and Mila Kunis co-star. 
I don’t think I’ve ever laughed so hard — I clearly 
remember having a headache while watching it — 
and one scene in particular, involving all four of 
the main characters in compromising positions, 
is one of the most inspired moments in a Judd 
Apatow production. Ever.
“(500) Days of Summer”
One of the more original romance !lms in a 
while, “Summer” is a relatively simple boy-meets-
girl story with Joseph Gordon Levitt and Zooey 
Deschanel. "e twist? "e movie begins with 
their break up. Gordon-Levitt spends most of the 
movie trying to understand where it went wrong. 
“Summer” is a quirky indie romance, and while 
it may not be laugh-a-minute both stars cement 
their leading role status. Plus, it has one of the best 
dance sequences over the last decade of !lm. 
“Juno”
Jason Reitman is one of my favorite directors, 
and the Reitman-Diablo Cody collaboration for 
“Juno” brought some of the last decade’s snappiest 
dialogue. Ellen Page stars as the title character, a 
high schooler who becomes pregnant and puts the 
baby up for adoption. However, the couple on the 
receiving end, played by Jason Bateman (also one 
of my favorite actors) and Jennifer Garner, have 
a few secrets of their own. "e back-and-forth 
between Page and her parents is well written, and 
Bateman plays a character a bit darker than the 
typical straight man. 
“The 
Family 
Stone”
“"e Family Stone” 
features a rather routine 
plot, but the cast involved 
elevates the proceedings. 
Sarah Jessica Parker is engaged 
to Dermot Mulroney, and he brings 
her home to meet his parents, played 
by the always-classy Craig T. Nelson and 
Diane Keaton.  She’s not the girl his family 
expects, and his mother makes it quite clear. 
Did I mention Rachel McAdams plays Mulroney’s 
sister? And Luke Wilson plays his brother? And 
Claire Danes shows up? "e cast alone is enough 
to warrant a viewing, but the tension between 
Parker and Keaton, as well as the tension between 
Parker and McAdams, drives plenty of humor.
“It’s Complicated”
Here’s another !lm where the plot leaves much 
to be desired, but the performances are quite 
entertaining. Meryl Streep plays a bakery owner 
who begins to have an a#air with her ex-husband, 
played by Alec Baldwin, who left her years ago for 
a younger woman. At the same time, she starts a 
relationship with her architect, played by Steve 
Martin. See? It’s complicated! It’s also priceless 
when Streep’s character takes a marijuana hit. 
More importantly, it’s a decent Valentine’s Day 
choice because the plot isn’t very heavy.
“Midnight in Paris”
Woody Allen’s Oscar nominee features Owen 
Wilson as an American novelist who comes to Paris 
with his wife, Rachel McAdams (Readers are going 
to see a pattern here.) Every night at Midnight, 
Wilson is transported to a bar !lled with famous 
novelists including Ernest Hemingway and F. 
Scott Fitzgerald. "is is a boy-girl love story; it’s 
a love letter to Paris, and a love letter to literature. 
Wilson’s character is clearly a younger Woody 
Allen, and I’m glad Allen chose to let someone step 
in as his typical neurotic character. It’s certainly 
di#erent, but worth the time. 
“Crazy, 
S t u p i d , 
Love”
What would happen 
if “Crash” were a romantic 
comedy? Okay, maybe that’s 
not the best example, but this 
romance features Steve Carell, 
Emma Stone, Ryan Gosling 
and many others in various love 
stories that address dating, yearning 
and near-end relationships. And, of 
course, everything connects. "e !lm is 
equal parts comedy and drama, and it is 
nice to see Carell leave his comfort zone. 
Julianne Moore deserves special recognition 
as Carell’s character’s soon-to-be-ex wife.
“Silver Linings Playbook”
"is 2013 Best Picture nominee proves why 
Jennifer Lawrence is a force to be reckoned with. 
Lawrence plays a 22-year-old widow who has a love-
hate relationship with Bradley Cooper’s character, 
a clinically depressed man whose wife cheated on 
him with his co-worker. "e relationship certainly 
isn’t traditional, but the chemistry is incredibly 
high and the !lm balances the bleaker moments 
with hope. It was also #3 on my Top Movies of 
2012 list, so now is the chance for readers to see 
what all the hype is about. 
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he Saluki softball team
 is com
ing o! such a good 
o!ensive season that their proli"c o!ense has 
started to get noticed throughout college soft-
ball. “#
e word is out on us, people know we can hit,” 
hitting coach Jen Sewell said.  “W
e used to get a lot of 
num
ber two and num
ber three pitchers thrown against 
us and now we’re getting everybody’s best gam
e.”
#
e Salukis posted a .290 batting average last season. 
SIU
 hit a com
bined 33 hom
eruns, drove in 267 runs 
and drew 228 walks. Five Salukis batted .300 or better 
for the season.
#
e Salukis rode their hot bats all the way to a 36-20 
record and a second place "nish in the M
issouri Valley 
C
onference tournam
ent.
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Recruiting is a necessary part for any college 
athletic program.  It replaces old talent with new 
and can establish a sense of association with the 
program within surrounding communities.
SIU’s recruiting process begins with what 
a player can o!er athletically, but ends with 
the mentality they bring to the team, said Jim 
Jackson, SIU’s football recruiting coordinator.
“When it comes to recruiting, you’re trying 
to "nd a way to bring not only great players, 
but great people into a university,” SIU football 
recruiting coordinator Jim Jackson said. “As 
a whole, the university and the community 
is a!ected one person at a time.  Great kids, 
people with high morals and people who want 
their degrees are attracted to each other and 
because of that are attracted to us.”
#e Saluki football team added 25 new 
recruits during this year’s National Signing Day, 
"ve of which came from Georgia and 10 from 
Illinois. #e other 2013 recruits come from 
states such as Michigan, Kansas and Mississippi.
Ken Malcome, a Georgia recruit, transferred 
from the University of Georgia.  Despite his 
junior status, Malcome saw less playing time 
than freshman running backs Todd Gurley and 
Keith Marshall. Malcome told CBS Sports he 
searched for a new college that might let him see 
the "eld more often.
#at’s when the Salukis became an option, 
and his eventual destination. 
“Our reputation with running backs helped 
us,” SIU football coach Dale Lennon said. 
“He was aware of some of the guys that had 
come before, and he wanted to go somewhere 
that he could have the opportunity to play. 
We’re excited to have Ken in the program, and 
we’re looking forward to see where his level is 
at this spring.”
#e scouting department’s presence in other 
states has helped them bring in talent such as 
Malcome and several others for Saluki sports. 
It has become a common for schools to expand 
their search for prospective players beyond 
their state, but the trend is now stretching 
across seas.
#at is one of the reasons why the eight man 
roster for the men’s tennis team represents eight 
di!erent countries, Saluki men’s tennis coach 
Dann Nelson said.
“Tennis is really popular in other countries,” 
he said. “Pick a country in Europe. #ey don’t 
have baseball or football; they have soccer and 
then they have tennis. We are always looking for 
the top players that we can get and they can be 
from down the street or they can be from across 
the ocean.”
Nelson said new techniques are needed to 
"nd talent since Illinois’ top players are getting 
recruited by Big 10, SEC or Ivy League schools. 
Regardless of how a school attains its talent, 
he said, it is paramount that their recruiting 
department focuses on getting its best product 
of play out onto the "eld.  
As Jackson explains, it is not just for the 
team’s interest.
“When our kids have success on the "eld, I 
think it not only a!ects the university, but it 
a!ects its community as well,” he said. “From 
a social standpoint, people in this region are 
invested in this university’s teams.  Whether 
it’s the football team, its basketball team or 
any of the other teams in that sense, they want 
to wake up in the morning and see how the 
Salukis did.”
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Illinois to Europe, SIU 
recruits worldwide
MATT FERGUSON
The Weekender 
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Aries — Today is a 9 — Quit 
dilly-dallying, and surrender 
to your passion. The action is 
behind the scenes. Confer with 
family on decisions. Put in the 
extra effort. 
Taurus — Today is a 6 — There’s 
light at the end of the tunnel, 
but why rush out when you 
can dance in the dark? Reveal 
your adorable side. And wear 
something comfortable.
Gemini — Today is a 7 —  It’s 
all about partnership today. Rely 
on your team and get inspired 
by what they bring to the table. 
Share your winnings. Pretend 
the work is fun, and it will be.
Cancer — Today is an 8 — It’s 
a good time for romantic plans. 
Grasp an opportunity and you 
may get a bonus. Make subtle 
refinements along the way. Be 
happy with what you have.
Leo — Today is an 8 — Dress 
well, and relax with confidence. 
Your friends are saying nice 
things about you. You’re in 
charge of your happiness. Bring 
along an interesting companion.
Virgo — Today is a 7 — Provide 
leadership. Work that you love 
pays well now. Find another way 
to cut expenses. Shop carefully. 
It’s an excellent time to fall in 
love. Savor the deliciousness.
Libra — Today is a 9 — 
Opportunities arise in your social 
network. Consult an expert, use 
your partner’s ideas and accept 
tutoring from a loved one. Keep 
delivering what you say you will. 
Scorpio — Today is an 8 — 
Necessity birthed invention. A 
creative solution provides ease. 
Get others to help. You’re making 
a good impression on an older 
person.
Sagittarius — Today is an 8 
—  Follow your wise partner’s 
advice and encouragement. 
Get something that will grow in 
value. Good conversation is free, 
so listen carefully. 
Capricorn — Today is an 8 — 
Housework is satisfying. You have 
valuable resources hidden. Get a 
boost from a partner. Romance 
blossoms at a distance. You’re 
making a good impression. 
Aquarius — Today is an 8 — 
What you give freely returns to 
you tenfold. Build up savings by 
avoiding letting others spend for 
you. Love finds a way. It’s easy to 
understand. 
Pisces — Today is an 8 — 
Keep your long-term goals 
in mind, and add a touch of 
elegance. Love hits you like a 
feather. Hold a social gathering, 
and get a pleasant surprise.
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SOLUTION TO WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9. 
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
© 2013 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
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THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews
FOR RELEASE NOVEMBER 24, 2011
ACROSS
1 Place for a
watch
6 Incite
10 Curved bands
of sparks
14 __ over; remain
fluttering above
15 Take apart
16 Type of moss
17 Thrill
18 Computer
screen image
19 __ oneself;
work steadily
20 Snail antenna
22 Actor Don __
24 Review text
25 Swollen
26 Defensive plate
of armor
29 Passion
30 Ms. Ullmann
31 Hair-raising
33 Bursting at the
__; overly full
37 Above
39 Less common
41 Sword fight
42 Surround and
assail
44 Relinquished
46 FBI crime lab
evidence, often
47 Thin coins
49 Salt contents
51 Still wild
54 Acceptable
55 Sent via USPS
56 Threatening
60 __ one’s time;
wait patiently
61 Notion
63 Leg bone
64 Hardly __;
seldom
65 Feels poorly
66 King’s order
67 Nap
68 Home of twigs
69 Office furniture
DOWN
1 Make sharp
2 __ model; one
imitated
3 __ the Terrible
4 Type of sofa
5 Old sewing
machine pedal
6 Culpability
7 A single time
8 Fuss & bother
9 Mr. Trump
10 Came into view
11 Respond to a
stimulus
12 Hidden supply
13 Spirited horse
21 Apple juice
23 Cow comments
25 Dog __; collies
or poodles, e.g.
26 Messy one
27 Bee colony
28 Actor and
singer Burl __
29 Buenos __,
Argentina
32 Went quickly
34 German auto
35 List of dishes
36 Grand __;
bridge coup
38 Imminent
danger warning
40 Ingredient in
varnish
43 Magazine 
title
45 Gave alms
48 Road divider
50 Make one’s
mind up
51 Brown shade
52 Innocently
unaware
53 Movements of
the waves
54 Banquet
56 Diner on “Alice”
57 Wading bird
with curved bill
58 Mr. Nolte
59 Guns
62 Perish
Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2011 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
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(Answers tomorrow)
ADDED SPELL CANOPY BUTTERYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: The expectant mother tied everything to her —
DUE DATE
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
SCURT
MFIYL
MOCNOM
TEREJS
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
FOR RELEASE FEBRUARY 5, 2013
ACROSS
1 Iraq’s main port
6 Nonspecific
feeling
10 Ukr. and Lith.,
once
14 Find repulsive
15 Waffle maker
16 Be on the mend
17 Dine
19 Hathaway of “Les
Misérables “
20 Afrikaans speaker
21 Creator of Q and
M
22 Chicks together
23 Back muscle,
familiarly
24 Commonly
controlled
substance
27 ’50s flop
29 His #4 was
retired by the
Giants in 1948
30 Social suffix
31 Sink below the
horizon
33 Public hanging
34 Pontiac muscle
cars
35 Roy Orbison
classic
39 __ even keel
40 Glasgow veto
41 Shelley’s “To a
Skylark,” e.g.
42 Reunion gp.
43 D.C. figure
44 Inviting door sign
48 1967 Human Be-
In attendee
53 Gardner of the
silver screen
54 Country bordered
by Niger and
Nigeria
55 Binary digit
56 WWII British gun
57 __ Grey tea
58 Awe-inspiring
place where you
might find the
ends of 17-, 24-,
35- and 48-
Across?
61 “__ sow, so 
shall ...”
62 Sword with a bell-
shaped guard
63 Upper body
64 “So __ say”
65 River down under?
66 English Derby site
DOWN
1 Go on and on
2 Like an American
in Paris
3 Some linens
4 Howl with
laughter
5 First animal
shelter
6 Like super-
popular YouTube
clips
7 Goodnight girl of
song
8 Fluffy wrap
9 Terminate
10 Broken piece
11 Title for Miss
Mexico?
12 Deserted
13 Big hammers
18 Cartoonist Keane
22 Lunch menu
letters
24 Robert of “The
Sopranos”
25 Like many
gangster movies
26 When tots
become terrible?
28 “Pardon the
Interruption”
channel
32 Opera hero, often
33 Gobbled up
34 FBI guys
35 Being walked,
say
36 Deli order
37 After-shower
powder
38 Pigged out (on)
39 Quirky
43 Ink holder
45 Volga region
natives
46 “Yeah, but ...”
47 Hit-or-miss
49 __ Post, first pilot
to fly solo around
the world
50 Sweetie pie
51 Book end?
52 “Life of Pi”
director Ang
56 Sow’s supper
58 Four-time All-Pro
Patriots receiver
Welker
59 Choose (to)
60 Numbered hwy.
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
By C.C. Burnikel 2/5/13
(c)2013 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 2/5/13
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Sewell said, through the years, the Salukis 
have been known as a team with great pitch-
ing and defense, but SIU no longer is in the 
background as an o!ensive team.
She said with higher o!ensive expectations 
comes opponents’ No. 1 pitchers, and the 
team has to be aware of that. 
“"e players have to be ok with the fact that 
they may struggle the #rst time through the 
lineup and then have the second, third and 
fourth at bat be key for us,” Sewell said.
Sophomore out#elder Meredith Wilson 
already has found a rhythm this season of-
fensively.
"e second-team All-MVC selection is bat-
ting .500 on the season and hit a grand slam 
in Saturday’s win over Fordham University.
Wilson said her main focus when she is in the 
batter’s box is to reach every pitch thrown to her.
“Sometimes I get thrown a lot inside and 
then I struggle hitting outside and sometimes 
I’m getting thrown all outside and then I 
struggle hitting inside,” Wilson said. “I’m 
always trying to focus on being able to reach 
every pitch and the o!-speeds as well.”
"is is Wilson’s second year with the Salukis 
and she said there is no comparison between 
college and high school pitching.
“In high school I would just go to the plate 
and be like ‘OK, hit the #rst strike,’ but in 
college you have to go up to the plate with a 
plan,” Wilson said.
Wilson’s plan is working, as she was third 
on the team last season with a .319 batting 
average as a freshman.
Junior catcher Allie VadeBoncouer was 
fourth on the team with a .317 batting aver-
age. She was also a #rst-team All-Conference 
selection as well as making the MVC All-
Tournament Team.
VadeBoncouer had a breakout season for 
the Salukis, tying the SIU record with an 
MVC-leading 51 RBIs, which is tied for 
eighth in MVC history. She also drew 28 free 
bases on hit-by-pitches, which led the nation.
"e preseason All-Conference selection 
started all 56 games for the Salukis last season 
at catcher, and even though she had a fantastic 
year at the plate. She said one thing she can 
improve is not letting a bad day o!ensively 
a!ect her play defensively.
“If I’m not having a good day at the plate 
it’s on my mind when I’m on defense,” she 
said. “What I have tried to improve on is not 
letting my o!ensive struggles take control over 
my defense.”
"e Salukis are 15 players deep with great 
hitters, Sewell said, so the coaching sta! bases 
their lineup decisions on each player’s produc-
tion in practice week-to-week.
“"ey have to work throughout all of our 
practices to prove to coach (Kerri) Blaylock 
that they deserve to be in the lineup, but we 
still try to get players as many at bats as pos-
sible,” Sewell said.
Blaylock said the coaching sta! would use 
multiple lineups for the near future, or at least 
until conference season approaches.
“We’re trying to get as many people at bats 
and let as many people see live pitching as 
they can,” she said. “"en I would say as the 
conference season starts to roll around, we 
might settle into more of a strict lineup.”
Blaylock said that although last season’s 
o!ensive e!ort was exceptional, it is still too 
early to tell where this year’s team will end up, 
but she said this year’s team has what it takes 
to bypass last season’s o!ensive statistics.
“"is team has the capability of scoring a 
ton of runs,” Blaylock said. “We also have a 
great mix of speed and power, so I would ven-
ture to say that we wait a month or so and let 
us get into the conference season, and I think 
it would probably start to de#ne where we are 
o!ensively.”
Terrance Peacock can be reached  
at tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext. 269.
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With three days of swimming ahead, 
the  women’s swimming and diving team is 
prepared for this weekend’s Missouri Valley 
Conference Championships. 
SIU will host the championships "ursday-
Saturday at the Dr. Edward J. Shea Natatori-
um and will feature #ve MVC teams includ-
ing Missouri State, University of Evansville, 
Illinois State University and University of 
Northern Iowa. Coach Rick Walker said his 
team is ready for this weekend and are pre-
pared for a good meet.
“Our focus is always at the end here, so we 
are looking for peak performances now,” he said. 
“We have competed against some of the best 
teams in the country and against teams we will 
face this weekend, so now it’s ready to go.”
"e meet will feature 20 events in a series of 
preliminaries and #nals. "e Salukis won three 
events last year, when then-freshman Han-
nah Pinion won both the 400 and 200 yard 
individual medley races and then-sophomore 
Isabela Castro won the 200 yard butter$y. 
Castro set a MVC record in the 200 butter$y 
with a time of 2 minutes and 01.39 seconds 
in her #nal race and Pinion set a record with a  
2:303.32 #nal time.
Pinion said the races’ pressure triggers her 
to swim and race well.
“I put a target on my back early on and that 
motivates me everyday knowing that I already 
set that goal for myself and I have to bring up 
this year too,” she said.
Junior Pamela Benitez was MVC swim-
mer of the week for the second time, and the 
swimmer has won four events in two meets 
this year. Benitez said she wants to continue 
her success through the weekend.
“"is is a meet that we have prepared for 
since the beginning of the year, so whatever 
happened before it is just a preparation,” she 
said. “I think this conference is going to be 
really great for the team, and I feel like the 
results are going to show up for me.”
Sophomore Charlotte Davies said it gives 
the team a boost to see a teammate perform 
well when Benitez swims strong.
“What she does in the pool when she 
does really well in competitions, it brings us 
together to swim hard as well,” she said.
"e team features MVC swimmer of the week 
Pamela Benitez who has won every meet in 2013.
Benitez said she will be much more calm 
at the MVC meet than she was in 2012’s 
London Olympics.
“"is swim meet will be much more relaxed 
because the Olympics are more about the 
experience,” she said. “"is meet will be more 
fun because even though I’m not representing 
my country, I am representing my family here 
at SIU.”
Jack Robinson can be reached  
at jrobinson@dailyegyptian.com  
or 536-3311 ext 282.
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